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Aim: Despite the burgeoning research interest in weight status, in parallel with
the increase in obesity worldwide, research describing methods to optimise
the validity and accuracy of measured anthropometric data is lacking. Even
when ‘gold standard’ methods are employed, no data are 100% accurate,
yet the accuracy of anthropometric data is critical to produce robust and
interpretable findings. To date, described methods for identifying data that are
likely to be inaccurate seem to be ad hoc or lacking in clear justification.

Key points
• No anthropometric data are 100%
accurate, even when ‘gold standard’
methods are employed
• However, existing published methods for
improving the accuracy of anthropometric
data seem to be ad hoc or lacking in clear
justification
• Based on current evidence, we
developed a probabilistic approach to
identifying anthropometric measurements
that have an increased likelihood of being
implausible
• This method was applied to data from
the Australian Longitudinal Study of
Indigenous Children, and is intended to
be reproducible in other settings

Study type: Methods.
Methods: This paper reviews approaches to evaluating the accuracy of
cross-sectional and longitudinal data on height and weight in children,
focusing on recommendations from the World Health Organization (WHO).
This review, together with expert consultation, informed the development
of a method for processing and verifying longitudinal anthropometric
measurements of children. This approach was then applied to data from the
Australian Longitudinal Study of Indigenous Children.
Results: The review identified the need to assess the likely plausibility of data
by (a) examining deviation from the WHO reference population by calculating
age- and sex-adjusted height, weight and body mass index z-scores, and (b)
examining changes in height and weight in individuals over time. The method
developed identified extreme measurements and implausible intraindividual
trajectories. It provides evidence-based criteria for the exclusion of data
points that are most likely to be affected by measurement error.
Conclusions: This paper presents a probabilistic approach to identifying
anthropometric measurements that are likely to be implausible. This
systematic, practical method is intended to be reproducible in other settings,
including for validating large databases.
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Introduction

This study aimed to (a) review the approaches
for evaluating the accuracy of cross-sectional and
longitudinal anthropometric data, (b) interview data
collection officers about the difficulties with measuring
height and weight, (c) devise an evidence-based
approach for the probabilistic evaluation of measurement
accuracy informed by (a), (b) and expert advice, and (d)
apply and empirically evaluate this approach to crosssectional and longitudinal anthropometric data in the
Longitudinal Study of Indigenous Children (LSIC).

For research to produce meaningful findings, the
underlying data need to be accurate1; however, no data
are 100% accurate, even when ‘gold standard’ methods
are used. The collection of data, particularly longitudinal
data, is expensive. Therefore, it is prudent to maximise
the benefit from using these data by maximising their
accuracy – including using appropriate measurement
techniques and carefully processing collected data.
Despite the burgeoning research interest in obesity2,
research describing methods to assess the accuracy of
measured anthropometric data is lacking.3,4 Inaccuracies
in anthropometric data can result from equipment,
measurement, recording and data entry error, and
these errors can alter the interpretation of an individual’s
weight status.4 Without rigorous methods to underpin the
accuracy of anthropometric measurements, research
that uses these data – such as evaluation of weightloss interventions – is likely to be unduly affected by
measurement error. However, described methods for
identifying data that are likely to be inaccurate seem to
be ad hoc, based predominantly on convention and/or
lacking clear justification.
Most defined methods for cross-sectional data rely
on the exclusion of weights or heights outside a prespecified range5,6, but approaches are inconsistent, and
the reason for, and clinical significance of, the chosen cutoff points is not usually explained. Although this type of
approach may be appropriate for adults, it is more difficult
to employ for children, because the plausible range for
height and weight varies widely with age.3 Evaluation
of longitudinal data involves additional complexity,
particularly for children, because intraindividual variation
in height and weight that can be attributed to normal
growth needs to be differentiated from implausible
variation that is more likely a result of measurement error.
A few longitudinal studies mention the use of methods
to evaluate the plausibility of intraindividual changes in
height or weight status over time1,7−9; however, we have
been unable to locate an explicit description of these
processes.
Because it is not ultimately possible to determine the
true value of a measurement, determining the accuracy
of any measurement is problematic.4 It may be possible
to re-measure all children with questioned measurements
in studies with small samples, but this is not practical
for large samples. This approach would still require a
method to identify the measurements requiring review. An
alternative to this resource-intensive re-measuring method
is a systematic approach to identifying measurements
that are more likely to be a result of measurement error
than a true representation of extreme height or weight.
These a priori, agreed (not post-hoc, data-derived)
methods could be applied to both measurements in
cross-sectional data and intraindividual changes in
longitudinal data.

Methods
Literature review
Literature was reviewed to identify published methods
for evaluating the accuracy of anthropometric data on
children. The initial search focused on World Health
Organization (WHO) documentation, as WHO is the
leading expert group in the field. Although WHO
has published methods for identifying ‘implausible’
anthropometric measurements in cross-sectional data,
it does not explicitly describe processes to identify
‘implausible’ intraindividual changes.
The literature search was expanded to include
longitudinal studies that collected anthropometric data,
and because of the limited research in the area, we
examined studies of both children and adults. This search
focused particularly on methods used by the Longitudinal
Study of Australian Children (LSAC), a study similar to
LSIC in design and conceptual framework. The methods
to evaluate anthropometric data used by LSAC could
present a solid template for use with LSIC.

LSIC study design
LSIC is a cohort study of up to 1759 Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander children living across Australia. The survey
is managed by the Australian Government Department
of Social Services (DSS) and funded by the Australian
Government.10 Indigenous Research Administration
Officers (RAOs) conducted structured interviews annually
with the study children, a primary carer and a secondary
carer. Carers reported on their child’s general health, and
RAOs measured children’s height and weight. Despite
the demonstrated health inequity between Indigenous
and non-Indigenous Australians, LSIC is the first national
longitudinal study to examine the life-course development
of Indigenous children. Thus, these data have the
potential to fill a large research gap.

LSIC anthropometric data
RAOs sought permission from all interviewed parents
and carers to measure their child’s height and weight at
each interview. To help ensure a correct recording, RAOs
were trained to take each measurement three times.
Homedics digital scales (model SC-305-AOU-4209),
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which are accurate to 100 grams, were used to weigh
children. In the first wave of interviews, RAOs used
plastic height-measuring sticks to measure children’s
standing height and tape measures to measure small
infants’ recumbent length; this equipment was chosen for
ease of transport to the most remote locations (via small
aircraft and boats with weight restrictions). To improve
the quality of data collected in later waves, RAOs used
Soehnle stadiometers (professional model 5003), which
are accurate to the nearest millimetre.
If carers were not comfortable having the RAOs
take these measurements, they were invited to take the
measurements themselves or to report the most recent
measurement of their child’s height and weight recorded
in their child’s health record book (‘baby book’), which
were taken by health professionals in a controlled setting.
Carers were increasingly willing to have children
measured as the study progressed, and the proportion
of height and weight measurements taken from the baby
book (rather than measured directly) dropped from
3% and 6%, respectively, to less than 1% by the fourth
interview (see Table 1).
The accuracy of the height and weight measurements
collected in LSIC required evaluation before the data
could be released for researchers’ use. Although every
effort was made to collect accurate data, the interview

context was often inhibiting. RAOs and members of the
LSIC team acknowledged the difficulty in taking these
measurements, especially when children were unable
to stand still while being measured or when flat surfaces
were not available for measuring. The team recognised
that data integrity might be compromised, so a process
was developed to remove data that were likely to be
inaccurate.

Factors impacting on height and weight
measurement in LSIC
Before the height and weight data were evaluated, RAOs
provided insight into the potential barriers hindering
the collection of accurate data. Individual interviews
and a focus group discussion were held with eight
RAOs, representing 73% of those currently employed
(see Thurber11 for details). RAOs expressed concerns
and difficulties relating to measuring children, such as
technological limitations and the need to develop a
relationship of trust with participants. Overall, the RAOs
believed the accuracy of anthropometric data collection
had improved over the course of the study. For example,
RAOs stated that the use of the Soehlne stadiometer,
starting in wave 2, increased their ability to take precise
measurements.11
These interviews highlighted that the context in
which these measurements were taken was particularly
important. In some cases, measurements had to be
taken outside on uneven ground, and in other cases,
measurements were taken while the study child’s siblings
were present and distracting the study child. In some
cases, RAOs recorded on the survey tools the conditions
interfering with the measurement process, indicating the
decreased reliability of those measurements. However,
the recording of descriptive comments was not universal,
so the circumstances in which measurements were
taken, and the impact on data quality, was not always
known. This made clear the need for a method to identify
attributes of data that indicate that they were likely to be
affected materially.

Table 1. Number of children with weight and height
recorded in each wave
Wave 1

Wave 2

Wave 3

Wave 4

1671

1523

1404

1283

Height recorded
(% of children
interviewed)
From baby book
(% of all recorded
heights)

1322
(79.11)

1415
(92.91)

1318
(93.87)

1245
(97.04)

38
(2.87)

12
(0.85)

18
(1.37)

5
(0.40)

Measured by RAO
(% of all recorded
heights)

1284
(97.13)

1403
(99.15)

1300
(98.63)

1240
(99.60)

Weight recorded
(% of children
interviewed)
From baby book
(% of all recorded
weights)

1365
(81.69)

1451
(95.27)

1334
(95.01)

1257
(97.97)

77
(5.64)

59
(4.07)

17
(1.27)

8
(0.64)

Measured by RAO
(% of all recorded
weights)

1288
(94.36)

1392
(95.93)

1317
(98.73)

1249
(99.36)

1304
(78.04)

1408
(92.45)

1308
(93.16)

1245
(97.04)

Number of children
interviewed

Both height and
weight recorded
(% of children
interviewed)

RAO = Research Administration Officer
Source: Thurber11, The Longitudinal Study of Indigenous Children12

Standardisation of height and weight
Z-scores for height, weight and body mass index (BMI;
calculated as weight divided by height squared) were
calculated to determine the difference between a child’s
measurement and the median measurement of children
of the same age and sex in the WHO Multicentre Growth
Reference Study (a sample of 8440 healthy, breastfed
infants from six countries).13
Cut-off points based on the statistical distribution
of the reference are used to identify z-scores that are
considered to be in the ‘normal’ range. Normal height
and weight z-scores are classified as those falling in the
middle 95% of the reference distribution, with a z-score
between –2 and +2; z-scores in the lowest 2.5% or
highest 2.5% are considered low or high, respectively.14,15
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These values, though outside the healthy normal range,
are still plausible.
BMI cut-offs are used to indicate underweight, normal
weight, overweight and obesity. More conservative cut-off
points are used for younger children because the health
impact of excess weight at younger ages is less certain.16
For children under five years of age, a BMI z-score of +1
indicates that a child is at risk of overweight, a z-score
of +2 indicates that a child is overweight and a z-score
of +3 indicates that a child is obese.16 For children over
five years of age, overweight is defined as a z-score
exceeding +1, and obesity as a z-score exceeding +2.
For both age groups, a z-score lower than –2 indicates
underweight.17

Longitudinal data
The literature on identifying implausible variation within
longitudinal anthropometric data is sparse. In the creation
of the WHO Multicentre Growth Reference itself, the data
were validated “on the basis of the range and consistency
rules built into the data entry dictionary”, with further
checks to identify “measurements changing abnormally
relative to the chronology of follow-up visits”, and the
examination of individual plots for “any questionable
patterns”.8 In some cases, interviewers were sent back
to re-measure the individual, but otherwise the protocols
used for these processes are not described. Additional
detail on these data consistency checks is provided in
another article9, but without explanation of the methods
underlying these ‘checks’:

Results

For anthropometry, the data entry system included
built-in range and consistency checks that flagged
measurements exceeding ±2 standard deviations
of age- and sex-specific reference values for
attained size. Flagged values were then checked
for consistency between the two observers,
consistency with other anthropometric variables
measured on the same visit, consistency with
previous measurements of the same child, and
possible data entry errors.

Methods for identifying implausible data
described in the literature
Cross-sectional data
Most cross-sectional studies use cut-off points for
implausible data based on raw height and weight values.
For example, Das and colleagues define implausible
measurements for adults as height values outside
122–213 cm and weight values outside 75–500 lb (34–
226.5 kg).5 Kahwati et al. use the same cut-offs for height
values, and exclude weight values outside 70–700 lb
(31.5–317.5 kg).6
In contrast, WHO provides guidelines for excluding
data based on ‘extreme’ z-scores.18 The use of z-score–
based cut-off points allows the range of plausible height
and weight values to vary with age, accommodating
the wide variation observed in childhood growth
patterns. Further, examination of BMI z-scores allows the
plausibility of the combination of height and weight for a
child at any given age to be considered.
The plausibility of a measurement decreases with the
increasing magnitude of its z-score, and the probability
that the measurement resulted from measurement or
recording error increases. It is necessary to determine
the point at which the probability that a measurement
represents true deviation from the reference median
is lower than the probability that the measurement is
an error. WHO has defined a range of values that are
biologically plausible for height, weight and BMI at each
age, labelling measurements that fall outside this range
‘extreme’ and recommending that they be excluded from
analyses.18 According to these criteria, height z-scores
outside the range of –6 to +6, weight z-scores outside the
range of -6 to +5, and BMI z-scores outside the range of
–5 to +5 are considered implausible. These cut-offs are
well beyond those used to demarcate ‘normal’ height and
weight.

Many researchers have conducted longitudinal
analyses using the height and weight data from the
LSAC. However, the LSAC documentation does not
describe any procedures used to assess the accuracy
of anthropometric data. None of the identified articles
published about the LSAC describe methods for
evaluating the plausibility of intraindividual variation.19–23
One of these articles stated that children with ‘extreme
BMI values (i.e. >40 kg/m2)’ were excluded from
analyses; there was no justification for this cut-off point
(or its relevance for children of different ages), and no
description of efforts to identify ‘extreme’ intraindividual
variation.22
Two studies were identified that described the
assessment of intraindividual changes in height or
weight1,7; however, neither provided justification for
the selection of cut-off points (see Table 2). Given
the absence of a comprehensive method in the
literature, further advice was sought from the LSIC
team, epidemiologists, paediatricians, nutritionists
and endocrinologists to inform the development of an
approach.

Approach for identifying likely inaccurate
height and weight data in LSIC
An approach was developed to identify measurements
in LSIC that were likely to be inaccurate. The DSS
provided the height and weight data in raw form, and the
plausibility of the data was assessed by (a) examining
deviation from the WHO reference population by
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Table 2. Studies describing the assessment of intraindividual changes in height or weight
Paper

Data

Approach

Noel and
colleagues1

More than 20 million
adults in the US
Veterans Health
Administration
Corporate Data
Warehouse

The authors describe the unfeasibility of examining individual trends to identify
improbable data patterns in such a large study. Their solution was to assign cases with
a small change in height or weight (1–2 cm for height or 10–100 lb for weight) ‘within
the realm of plausibility’, moderate changes (2–10 cm for height or 100–1000 lb for
weight) ‘suspect’ and larger changes (>10 cm for height or >1000 lb for weight) ‘clearly
implausible’. However, they do not provide a rationale or clinical basis for the choice of
these classifications, or explicit description of how they processed these groups.

Harrist and Dai7

678 children aged
8–18 years from the
Project HeartBeat
Study

Although the group did not explicitly describe the use of z-scores, they used multilevel
models to examine intraindividual variability away from the individual’s ‘trajectory’,
flagging points more than 3 standard deviations away from the subject-specific trajectory.
The rationale for selecting the cut-off point of 3 standard deviations was not stated.
Participants with flagged measurements were then examined in detail by the steering
committee and were either corrected or set to missing. The criteria used to determine the
‘appropriate corrective action’ for these flagged data, however, are not stated.

calculating height, weight and BMI z-scores adjusted for
age and sex, and (b) examining changes in individuals
over time. Data were analysed using Stata version 12. The
WHO Anthro and AnthroPlus macros for Stata were used
to transform the raw age, height and weight data from
LSIC into height, weight and BMI z-scores for analysis.18,24
If a height, weight or BMI z-score in LSIC fell
outside the plausible range described by WHO18,
the measurement was excluded from analyses.11 The
prevalence of implausible data decreased across waves
of the study (e.g. from 13% to 3% for BMI z-scores; see
Table 3), consistent with RAOs’ perceptions of improved
accuracy.

between any two waves of the study, because it is
physiologically impossible for children to lose height,
except in cases of severe pathology.
Individuals were also flagged if they were recorded
as having a ‘significant’ decrease in weight between
any two waves. Because children can plausibly lose
weight over time if they are sick or experience trauma,
conservative exclusion criteria were employed to maintain
the true biological variability represented in the data.
Decreases in weight were considered ‘significant’ if
the loss of weight (in kilograms) was associated with a
decrease in weight z-score greater than 3. This cut-off
point for intraindividual change – similar to that employed
in Project HeartBeat7 – was selected for LSIC because a
change of this magnitude would represent a drastic shift
in weight status, such as from obese to normal weight, or
from normal weight to underweight, within a year.
Extreme increases in height or weight were not
explicitly flagged, to allow for different growth trajectories
for children, such as an early or late growth spurt, and
because a reasonable definition for an implausible
increase in height or weight could not be determined.
However, because these data are longitudinal, an extreme
increase in height or weight between waves was flagged
for exclusion if the succeeding measurement decreased
to the individual’s earlier trajectory.
An algorithm was developed to identify the height
and weight measurement(s) to be excluded from the
sequence of measurements for flagged individuals. This
protocol was based on individual z-score trajectories for
height and weight. Given the observed tracking of height
and weight status over time25, the z-score trajectory with
the least fluctuation between waves was considered the
most plausible trajectory. Therefore, the data point(s) to
be excluded were selected to minimise the change in
an individual’s z-score between successive waves. The
criteria were (see Thurber11 for more detail):
1. If there are only two data points recorded for an
individual, it is not possible to infer which is more likely

Table 3. BMI z-scores recorded in each wave that
were flagged as implausible, and those remaining after
exclusion criteria were used
Wave 1 Wave 2 Wave 3 Wave 4
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)

Total
(%)

BMI z-score
recorded

1234

1371

1270

1233

5108

BMI z-score
considered
‘extreme’
(excluded)

155
(12.56)

94
(6.86)

37
(2.91)

32
(2.60)

318
(6.23)

BMI z-score
remaining
after full
exclusion
criteria used

996
(80.71)

1207
(88.04)

1149
(90.47)

1170
(94.89)

4522
(88.53)

In addition to excluding these extreme values, a
method was developed to distinguish the implausible
within-child variability from the natural variability expected
during childhood growth. Individuals were flagged if they
were recorded as decreasing in height (in centimetres)
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to be in error based on comparison with a third data
point; thus, exclude both.
2. If there are three or more data points recorded for
an individual, use height-for-age or weight-for-age
z-scores (in the case of decreases in height and
decreases in weight, respectively) to determine which
data point should be excluded based on consistency:
remove the data point such that the sum of the
differences in z-scores between successive waves is
minimised.
3. If there are two non-consecutive sets of decreases
in height or weight within the four data points (e.g. a
decrease in height between wave 1 and wave 2, an
increase in height between wave 2 and wave 3, and
a decrease in height between wave 3 and wave 4),
exclude all four data points because it is difficult to
infer which data points are most likely to be in error.
As the exclusion method was based on z-scores, the
validity of measurements for children missing height,
weight or age could not be assessed (since z-scores
could not be calculated). Thus, children missing
data for any of these variables were not included in
analyses. After the exclusion processes, the final sample
included around 1000 BMI z-score measurements in
each wave, representing 81–95% of all the BMI z-score
measurements originally recorded.

standardisation varies across studies; some researchers
promote the use of references that are specific to factors
such as ethnicity or country. However, research has
shown that the variability in height and weight across
countries or ethnicities is insignificant in comparison
with the variability attributable to socioeconomic status,
health and nutrition.14 Indigenous Australian children
have demonstrated a similar growth potential to nonIndigenous Australian children29; thus, a reference
specific to Indigenous Australians is unnecessary. The
use of the WHO reference has considerable support
across settings, particularly for the Australian Indigenous
population.30

Conclusion
This paper outlines an a priori approach for assessing
the plausibility of anthropometric data in a longitudinal
study, and identifying measurements that are likely to
be errors. The LSIC team accepted this approach for
identifying implausible data, resulting in the release, in
2012, of ‘cleaned’ data for public use for the first time.31
This approach will allow children and their families to
realise benefit from their participation in the measurement
process. The approach documented here has been
adapted by the DSS into an iterative program to enable
the automatic evaluation of future waves of data; the
fifth wave of data was cleaned using this program and
released in April 2014 with Release 5.0.
Although it is not possible to directly evaluate the
accuracy of these measurements, short of revisiting
and re-measuring each queried individual, this method
presents a probabilistic model to identify implausible
measurements for exclusion. This protocol builds on the
available literature and guidelines, and considers the
clinical significance.
This protocol is not intended to displace the critical
importance of accurate measurement techniques,
but rather enables the improvement in accuracy of
anthropometric data that have been collected. This
protocol is systematic, practical and intended to be
reproducible in other settings, including for the verification
of large databases. Although Noel et al. state that “The
massive volume of data that is typically available limits the
capacity to develop algorithms to eliminate errors”5, this
paper presents an approach, based on WHO standards
and the available evidence, to systematically eliminate
less plausible measurements and trajectories in a dataset
with more than 4000 measurements.

Discussion
The processes outlined in this paper were designed
to allow most of the dataset’s original variability to be
maintained, and to only exclude data points with a
relatively high probability of representing measurement
error. As a result, more data points fall at either extreme
end of the BMI distribution than would be expected in a
normal distribution. This effect persists through the fourth
wave of the study, when the accuracy of data collection is
presumed to have been improved. This likely represents
the heterogeneity of weight status among the Australian
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander population, which
has been documented in other studies.26−28
From the original sample, anthropometric data for
Torres Strait Islander (compared to Aboriginal) children
and for children from areas with the highest levels of
remoteness are under-represented. This should be
considered when undertaking analyses of these data;
however, given that LSIC data are not intended to
be representative of the entire Australian Indigenous
population, this should not discourage the use of these
data, particularly for the conduct of internal comparisons
or longitudinal analyses. The anthropometric data in LSIC
constitute the largest available source of information
about the longitudinal growth of a geographically diverse
sample of Australian Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
children.
The use of height, weight and BMI z-scores
has associated limitations. The reference used for
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